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Introduction:

Welcome to the HADO AR Game! This quick start guide will help you get started with setting up and playing the game.

Scope

The scope of this manual includes the following:

● Getting Started.

● Setting Up the Server and Player's Devices.

● Setting Up Court & Spectator View.

● Game Control Panel.

● Troubleshooting Tips.

This Guide does not cover the software installation and license activation or repair of any peripherals, which should only be performed

by a trained and authorized technician. The manual also does not cover any modifications or alterations to the HADO KIT, which may

void the warranty and affect its performance and safety. If you have any questions or concerns that still need to be addressed in this

manual, please contact our support team for assistance.

Target Audience:

The target audience for this manual includes

● Individuals who will be using HADO daily.

This Guide is written clearly and concisely to make it accessible and understandable for users of all levels of technical proficiency as a

quick reference guide for basic operational procedures.
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Getting Started.

Unpack the equipment and ensure you have the necessary components.

Identify your Internet Connectivity scheme:

A. Wi-Fi connection Or 5G Hotspot. A. Internet Connection VIA LAN
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Setting Up the Server and Player's Devices

1. Connect the HADO Server Laptop and Router to power. 2. Connect Server and router via Ethernet or USB-Ethernet
adapter.

3. Connect to the internet via Wi-Fi or LAN 4. Run the HADO Server and prepare sound.

5. Power on all player devices (HMD, AMS, EYE) and open the corresponding HADO app.

Arm Motion Sensor Head Mounted Display Head Mounted Display

6. Turn on Guided Access on player devices.
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Game Control Panel

1. Open Game Operations and click Settings. 2. Choose your desired game mode from the marker tab.

3. Select your device group.

4. Confirm all devices are connected. 5. Once all players are registered, start the match.
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User Interface

The HADO user interface is designed uniquely for each game element: the player, the spectators, and the operator. The player interface

is exclusively focused on the player's needs and is divided into two groups: the Player Head Mounted Display (HMD) and the Player Arm

Motion Sensor (AMS). The HMD enables players to view all game elements and statistics, as well as map their position in the HADO

Digital court. This mapping allows HADO to track the player's life petals and guide the player's aim for their energy balls at their targets.

The AMS serves a dual purpose. It enables players to adjust their configuration and control camera focus and augmented reality layers.

Additionally, the AMS includes a Gyroscope that detects all hand movements, which are then used to control the energy balls and

shields. As a spectator, you can view all the action from a wider perspective and keep an eye on all the gameplay statistics. Additionally,

the operator view provides complete control of the game server and player devices, including device status, player selections, and game

configurations. This interface enables the operator to initiate, reset, and halt the game as required.

AMS - Advance Mode

AMS - Easy Mode

Operator View.

Player View.

Spectator View.
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How to Play

Scan this QR code to learn how to play HADO, the world's first physical esport.

The website has easy instructions and videos to help you learn the game rules, how to score, and

how to defend your score. Let’s get started and have fun!"

HADO Rules

Welcome to the world's first techno sport. Each player wears a

head-mounted display and armband sensor. two teams of three

battled it out over an 82-second round. The team with the most

points wins a draw with the sudden death.

How to Play:

Players must charge to fire energy balls. Raise your arm and fist

posture. Make sure the armband is perpendicular to the ground.

Once charged, swing your arm forward to fire. Use the center

crosshairs to aim. Players must also charge shields and lower

their arms once the shield gauges are charged. When your arm is

up, the shield rises in front of you. Remember, you have a limited

shield stock.

How to Score

Players fire energy balls from their own band center training for

opponents like cells, break all four to earn a point. These life cells

regenerate a single energy ball that can destroy all four cells.

Defense in huddle dodging energy balls is the best defense.

Defense

In HADO, dodging energy balls is the best defense. Each player

can raise a shield for cover against attacks. Energy balls passed

through your own shield for an effective offensive strategy.

Player Skill Set

What are your skills set? Each player assigns points for skills, the

energy, ball, speed, energy, ball size, and energy ball charges.

Shields stock and strength. Teams can choose a defensive

formation with no shields or a defensive one with a large stock.

There are a variety of strategic options, and teamwork is essential

to win.
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